Wisconsin River Pro Rodeo
Antique Tractor Pull Rules
General Rules
1.
All contestants enter at their own risk. SAFETY IS THE #1
PRIORITY OVER ALL RULES!!!
2.
Driver must remain in seat at all times and operate the tractor in a
safe manner at all times on and off the track. Think of safety for you and
others.
3.
All tractors will be flagged to stop when the front tires reach 24” off
the track if not equipped with wheelie bars.
4.
All tires must be on the tractor. Tires can be mounted forwards or
backwards. No tracks, duals or chains allowed.
5.
All tractors must reweigh and have hitch height checked before
hooking to the eliminator. Nothing can be added or taken off the tractor
after you have officially weighed in.
6.
All tractors must be in neutral while hooking up.
7.
The pull will start with a tight hook up, no jerky starts.
8.
A driver can stop to change gears within the first 50 feet, if they can
restart under their own power.
9.
If anything falls of the tractor while pulling, that pull is stopped and
measured where the part is lying.
10. The pull is considered over once the forward motion of the sled
stops.
11. The track officials have the right to stop any entry at any time during
the pull, and reserve the right to disqualify or deny entry at any time.
The official’s word is final!
12. Drawbar must be a minimum of 18” from center of rear axel to hook
point. Must have a rigid drawbar. Fast hitches must be locked.
Puller must supply 3 ½ “ pulling eye or twisted clevis.
13. Engine speed must be controlled by throttle lever only, No strings or
wires allowed.
14. No locked or welded rear ends.
15. Pull position will be determined by a random drawing at registration.
16. Track boundary violation occurs when any wheels of the tractor
touch the side boundary line. The pull will be measured from the
out of boundary spot.
17. Drivers meeting rule changes made by pull officials take priority
over these printed rules and these rules are subject to change.

18. Anyone caught tampering with a tractor other than their own will be
disqualified from pulling!!!
19. Pull is on blacktop, so it will run rain or shine.
20. If you have any suggestions to the rules or pull, let an official know
for next year. We are always willing to make the pull bigger and
better.

